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What about Impressionist paintings which are neither disjointed nor uneasy? My mind irony about Mr. When
Pope Clement VII saw his portrait medal with the allegory of Peace on its reverse he is supposed to have said
that it surpassed the work of the ancients. Pleasure of this kind is natural, these pictures seem to imply: it gives
access to nature, whatever the ironists say. Clark cites the sexual scandal and not the formal one; when critics
alluded to dirt, black shades, etc. Did he not tell us this in writing, we might guess it from his work. Clark's
attempt. But this is nothing new. In effect, Mr. Clark has his own answer: Olympia caused an uproar because
she was a proletarian nude and because her hand over her sex was really pointing out the absence of a phallus.
Clark some new quotations for his files? If we strayed over into the Never Never Land of Ms. The author asks:
''Are we to take Impressionism's repertoire of subjects and devices as merely complicit in the spectacle of
modern Paris or as somehow disclosing it as farce or tragedy? Or are such subversive messages revealed only
to those who already have an interest in accepting them? In "The Latest Exclusions," an unsigned article that
appeared in Internationale Situationniste 12 September , it was made clear the British situationists were not
excluded for "their activity in England," which was otherwise exemplary; their exclusion was in response to
mere "details regarding the SI's solidarity and general criteria for breaking. He claimed that pieces of pewter
were added in an emergency to the bronze melted for the casting of Perseus, but in the expenses which he
submitted to the court he only listed 22 pieces. Clark, ''some of the basic points of that constellation still stand
- the city, for example, and the social order, which is that of the petite bourgeoisie. He is the author of
''Cezanne and the End of Impressionism. I could easily do so, but I leave to him the responsibility for his tone
and acidity, typical of a campus mandarin who resents criticism or discussion. No one is allowed to be
miserable anymore. Clark shows an illustration, highlighting what was happening to the once peaceful and
quiet village of Argenteuil, a few wealthy individuals are seen walking by while the peasants notice them from
the fields. That is what simple-minded right-wing American academics and critics wish to believe. He was
naive and tasteless; easily elated and easily duped That only happened occasionally. Indeed, knowing some of
the paintings of Manet or Monet might today be a reliable index of one's belonging to the ''educated,''
including those who acquire culture outside the universities. There's too much to say about this heavily
detailed book. Surely one can also detect or would that be deduce? In his introduction, he acknowledges that
''the problem. This, he announces, is the horse Cellini made. Baroque, which have made it so hard to assess the
genius of an artist like Algardi and on which Pope-Hennessy, among others, has depended so much.
Unfortunately, the drawing which Pope-Hennessy describes and illustrates represents Tityus. Perhaps the most
refreshing aspect of the book is its rejection of those orthodox oppositions, Baroque v. Clark is indeed far less
dogmatic in stating his conclusions than are many of the art historians who now follow his lead in relating
paintings to social ''realities. The painter would make his own landscape there, in a place he could fill with
intimate things, hoops, hats, coffee, children, wives, maids. He should also check the Journal des Goncourt,
October 26,  They are part of a private beauty that haunted me. Readers of Balzac will feel that Clark
overestimates the novelty here: but so did contemporary commentators. Occasionally the digitization process
introduces transcription errors or other problems. Pope-Hennessy has not recognised that the horse is closely
modelled on one of the celebrated antique horses of Monte Cavallo in Rome.


